Hire a Bike – Cicles Atacama
In San Pedro de Atacama the bicycle continues to be the best vehicle to go on an adventure.
Remember that before any doubt consult us, we are to guide you to that path!
#experienciacicles
.
.
.
The client rents a bicycle, either full Day (8 to 10 hours = 7,000), half Day (5 hours = 3,500)
and per hour (1,000 each hour), everything depends on what time the bicycle is rented given
that Cicles Atacama closes at 8:00 P.M.
The customer is subject to all the terms and conditions of the present contract:
1. METHOD OF PAYMENT: In cash upon delivery of the bicycle (by Cicles Atacama)
and for the total time of the rental contract. Online reservations must be entirely paid and in
case the person no longer requires to rent the bicycle, there is no refund of money.
2. DEPOSIT: At the time of delivery of the equipment, the client will be required to provide
an identity document, such as an identity card or passport; In addition, a valid credit card
must be left or, otherwise, a security deposit (50,000 pesos) will be required. The deposit will
be returned once the rental time ends after the delivery of the rented equipment.
3. SIGNATURE: Who signs the rental contract must be over 18 years old and is responsable
for the rented equipment.
4. ADVANCE DELIVERIES: There is no refund for delivery of the equipment before the
end of the hired rental time.

5. USE OF RENTED EQUIPMENT: The customer is obliged to take care and take all
necessary precautions to protect the rented equipment from damage, or theft. In case of any
of the possible situations occur during the rental period, the client will assume the full costs
of the replacement at market prices. At the end of the rental period a representative of Cicles
Atacama will assess in any case. The customer is obliged at all time to properly secure the
bicycle and other equipment when it is not in sight (pass the padlock through the bicycle
frame, chair and wheels and tie the bicycle to a bike-parking). It is recommended in any case
to keep the equipment with you as long as possible.

5.1 cicles atacama assumes a real and integral commitment in favor of its lessors,
facilitating all the implementation with the proper disinfection. Cicles atacama It also has
the infrastructure and the necessary preventive measures at the time of the delivery of the
bicycles; all this because of the pandemic caused by the "Covid 19". In no case shall
bicycles and attachments not properly disinfected be rented.

6. RETURN OF THE EQUIPMENT: The lessee will return the rented bicycle along with
all the accessories in the place, date and time stipulated. Any alteration must be authorized
by the lessor. Failure to comply with this condition entitles the lessor to a judicial request for
the return of the equipment, in addition to a fine of 1,000 for each half hour of delay.
7. LESSEE RESPONSIBILITY: The client is responsible for be insured with adequate
coverage against risks that arise during the rental period of bicycles.
8. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LESSOR: Cicles Atacama is not responsible for the
improper use of the bicycle and implementation material.
The lessor stated that he has taken the necessary precautions to avoid mechanical failures of
the rented equipment, but in case these happen, there is no responsibility for the damages
directly or indirectly applicable to the lessee, as a consequence of said failures.

9. DURATION RENT: Minimum period of one hour to 8-10 hours.
10. It is the responsibility of the client and his / her companion (s) to respect traffic regulations.
11. The jurisdiction place is exclusively San Pedro de Atacama, Chile.
12. The lessee accepts that both receiving and returning the equipment to Cicles Atacama, the same will
be reviewed by a mechanic to check that it is in optimal conditions.
From now, we thank you:
- Thanks for returning the bike at the same delivery point.
- Thank you for providing us with supporting documentation during the rental.
- Thank you for taking care of it as if it were your property.
- Thanks for leaving your opinion on our Facebook (atacama.cicles), Instagram (@ciclesatacama) Google
(Cicles Atacama).
- Do not forget to visit our website: www.ciclesatacama.cl your opinion does make us improve every day.
- Thank you for choosing Cicles Atacama, we hope you have enjoyed your visit.
- Sincerely,

CICLES ATACAMA

Lessee Name:
Start Time____________ End Time___________
Type of service: (full day) (half day) (per hour)
Signature and ID number:
Documents retained:

Signature

Security Deposit: (YES) (NO)

Additional Security Implements: Mark what you carry.
Padlock
chain cutter

helmet
patch kit

pair lights

reflective vest

camera

pump____

What places do you want to visit?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where are you staying?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do you have a number where we can contact you? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

